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An analysis of selected fission fragment angular distribution when at least one of the
spins of the projectile or target is appreciable in induced fission was made by using the
statistical scission model. The results of this model predicate that the spins of the projectile or target are affected on the nuclear level density of the compound nucleus. The
experimental data was analysed by means of the couple channel spin effect formalism.
This formalism suggests that the projectile spin is more effective on angular
anisotropies within the limits of energy near the fusion barrier.
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INTRODUCTION
A large amount of experimental information on
fission fragment angular distribution for projectile induced fission has been published. In most cases, these
experimental results can be explained within the framework of the entrance channel dependent (ECD)
K-state distribution model [1, 2], with the exclusion of
target projectile ground state spins. For reactions in
which the spins of the projectile and target are appreciable, it is expected that the angular anisotropy will be affected by the inclusion of spins. In order to investigate
the importance of this effect on angular anisotropies,
we have employed the couple channel spin formalism.
Within this framework, the partial probability of the
formation of a state (I, M) of the compound nucleus
depends on J value, in spite of the relative angular distribution l. The quantum number J equals the summation
of the projectile spin S with the relative angular distribution l. We have also analyzed the fission fragment angular distribution by using the statistical scission model
(SSM). Versions of this model have been published by
various authors [3-5].
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In the folowing two sections, the theoretical formulas for considering the couple channel spin effect
and the basic SSM formula are presented, respectively.
Results obtained from the couple channel spin effect
and SSM are compared with experimental data and
discussed in the last section.

THE COUPLE CHANNEL
SPIN FORMALISM
The fissioning-transition nucleus is wholly
characterized by the quantum numbers I (total angular momentum), M (projection of I on the
space-fixed axis to be designated as the projectile-beam direction), and K (projection of I on the
nuclear-symmetry axis). If it is assumed that the
fragments separate along the nuclear symmetry
axis, the angular distribution is uniquely determined by the above quantum numbers [6, 7].
If a compound state (I, M) fissions through a
transition state K, the angular distribution is given
by the square of the rotational part of the collective
wave function:
W MI ,K ( q) =

2
( 2 I + 1) I
d M ,K ( q)
4p

(1)

I
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by [8]:
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where the sum runs over x = 0, 1, 2, … and contains
all terms in which no negative value appears in the
denominator of the sum for any of the quantities in
parentheses. Therefore, the fission-fragment angular distribution offers a direct source of information
on the spectrum of quantum states associated with
the transition nucleus.
The relative fission-fragment angular cross
section is given by [8]:
W ( q) = å å å P( j, J , M )W ( J , M, q)
j

(3)

J M

the symmetry axis, respectively, and T is the temperature of the nucleus in the transition state.

FORMALISM OF THE STATISTICAL
SCISSION MODEL
According to the SSM, the relative cross-section, W(q), for fission fragments to be emitted in direction n$ forming an angle q with the beam axis,
when the target projectile spins are zero, is given by
Huizenga et al. [11]:

the first term being a partial probability of the formation of a state (I, M) of the compound nucleus
from a particular J value [9]:

I max

W ( q) µ

å ( 2 I + 1)TI ×
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P( J ; I , M ) =

(4)
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(5)
transmission coefficients TlJ (E ) are derived from
the optical model with the spin-orbit interaction,
where J = l + S and S is the projectile spin with projection s on the space-fixed axis, both denoted by I0
and m, respectively. The total angular momentum I
of the compound nucleus is given by I =J + I0, and
the projection of I on the space-fixed axis is given
J,I , I
by M. The term Cs , m0, M is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient.
The second term W (I , M; q) in eq. (3) gives
the angular distribution of the fission fragments
emitted from the compound state (I, M):
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also, excited levels in the transition nucleus are described by statistical theory. The K-distribution of
these levels is predicted to be Gaussian by Halpen et
al. [10]:
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Here again the distribution of spin projection
M (the projection of the total angular momentum I
along n$) is taken to be a Gaussian with a variance of
S20 , where S20 for spherical fission fragment is given
by either of the following equations [12]:
S 02 = 2 I sph

2
T 2 I sph + mRc

}2

mRc2

or
S 02 = 2s 2
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(10)

T
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T
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with s 2 = I sph T/ }2 = (2 5)MR 2T/ }2 . The quantities Isph, T, M, and R are the moments of inertia, nuclear temperature, mass and radius of one of the symmetric fission fragments, while Rc is the distance
between the centers of fragments at scission configuration and equals 1.225( A11/ 3 + A11/ 3 )(c/ a)2/ 3 (A1
and A2 are mass numbers of fission fragments).
For a scission configuration of two unattached
deformed fragments, the variance S 20 is given by either of the two equations [12]:
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where I|| , I ^ , s|2| , and s 2^ are moments of inertia
and spin cutoff parameters of a single fission fragment rotating about an axis parallel and perpendicular to the symmetry axis, respectively.
The primary fission fragments are assumed to
have non-spheroid shapes, with the principal
one-half axes of magnitude, in terms of their ratio
c/a, namely a = 1.225(Ac/2)1/3(c/a)-1/3 and c =
=1.225(Ac/2)1/3(c/a)2/3 where Ac is the mass
number of a composite system. The total intrinsic
excitation energy of the two fission fragments at
scission is given by [13]:
E* = Ec. m + Q - ECoul - Edef - Erot

(14)

where Q represents the difference in energy between
the entrance channel nuclei and the ground state of
the two fission fragments. Here, ECoul + Edef is the
sum of the Coulomb and deformation energies
stored in the potential energy at the instant scission.
The Coulomb energy is estimated by means of the
expression [13]:
Z2
(15)
ECoul [MeV] = 1. 44
2c
where Z is one-half of the charge of the composite
system. The rotational energy Erot of the system at
the scission configuration for spin I and projection
m on the scission axis is [14]:
2
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where m is the reduced mass of the fission fragments. The temperature of each fission fragment is
assumed to be given by:
Erot =

1/ 2
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ê
ú
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where LDP is the liquid drop parameter, A is the
mass number of one fragment, and the total excita-
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tion energy E* is divided equally between the two
symmetric fission fragments.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to investigate the effect of spin on the
angular distribution of fragments in induced fission, we have considered the reactions in which the
projectile or target spins, or both, are considerable.
These reactions are shown in tab. 1. The experimental data are obtained form references [15] and [ 16].
Since the energy of the projectile in these reactions
is an approximation of the order of a fusion barrier,
the SSM is a suitable model for calculating the angular distribution of fission fragments [17]. The fusion
barrier itself has been calculated by means of
semi-classical formalism [18]. The results of SSM
with Ed = 20 and tow different choices for LDP
equal to A/8 and A/20 (shown in tab. 1). The excitation energy and temperature of the nucleus undergoing the fission process are also set in this table.
The SSM predications for the angular distribution
of fission fragments for different LDP tow choices
are illustrated in figs. 1-6. These figures show that
the results of SSM with LDP = A/20 are in good
agreement with experimental results, contrary to
the results obtained with LDP = A/8. Actually, angular anisotropies of such reactions depend on the
suitable rate of the LDP parameter. Since this parameter is related to the density levels of the compound nucleus in fission point, SSM suggests that
anisotropies in reactions in which the value of the
target and projectile spins are considerable, depend
on the level of the density of the nucleus in fission
point. It is important to note that such a consideration cannot describe the effect of projectile and target spins on level density. For this reason, we have
employed the couple channel spin effect formalism.
This formalism is based on the coupling of the spin
of the projectile S and the relative angular momentum l. Also, this formalism allows us to investigate
the effect of projectile and target spins on angular
anisotropies, since parameter is related to the level

Table 1. Variances obtained from theoretical calculation
Reaction
10B(s

= 3) + 237Np(S = 5/2)

10B(s
11B(s

= 3)

+ 232Th(S

= 0)

= 3/2) + 209Bi(S = 9/2)

14N(s

= 1)

+ 209Bi(S

Elab [MeV]

Elab
Bfus

E*
[MeV]

T
[MeV]

64

1.167

86.39

2.644

137.90

194.88

141.24

60

1.126

73.12

2.4

125.33

177.15

136.29

55

1.112

33.1

1.73

77.85

110.04

80.56

2(a)

S0

2(b)

S0

2(c)

K0

= 9/2)

78

1.136

43.8

1.98

90.10

127.23

95.11

12C(s

= 0) + 237Np(S = 5/2)

72

1.107

81.14

2.55

134.41

189.88

224

12C(s

209Bi(S

66

1.110

33.87

1.75

78.78

111.30

121.54

= 0) +

= 9/2)

(a)
Theoretical variances from SSM calculation LDP = A/10 and Ed = 10
(b)
Theoretical variances from SSM calculation LDP = A/20 and Ed = 10
(c)

Theoretical variances from best fit by using couple-channel spin effect
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Figure 1. Experimental fission fragment angular distributions for 10B + 237Np. Dashed and dotted curves
represent SSM calculations with LDP = A/8, and
A/20, respectively. Solid curves represent the couple
channel spin effect (CCSE)

Figure 4. Experimental fission fragment angular distributions for 14N + 209Bi. The dashed and dotted curves
represent the SSM calculation with LDP = A/8, and
A/20, respectively. Solid curves represent the couple
channel spin effect (CCSE)

Figure 2. Experimental fission fragment angular distributions for 10B + 232Th. The dashed and dotted
curves represent SSM calculation with LDP = A/8,
and A/20, respectively. Solid curves represent the
couple channel spin effect (CCSE)

Figure 5. Experimental fission fragment angular distributions for 12C + 237Np. The dashed and dotted
curves represent SSM calculations with LDP = A/8,
and A/20, respectively. Solid curves represent the
couple channel spin effect (CCSE)

Figure 3. Experimental fission fragment angular distributions for 11B + 209Bi. The dashed and dotted
curves represent SSM calculations with LDP = A/8,
and A/20, respectively. Solid curves represent the couple channel spin effect (CCSE)

Figure 6. Experimental fission fragment angular dis-

density of the nuclei in fission point ( equation 7 ).
The values obtained for by fitting the relation 3

with experimental data are listed in the last column
of tab. 1. Results show that in reactions in which the

tributions for 12C + 209Bi. The dashed and dotted
curves represent SSM calculations with LDP = A/8,
and A/20, respectively. Solid curves represent the
couple channel spin effect (CCSE)
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spin of the projectile is considerable, the variances
of K 20 jare around 20% smaller than the variances of
S20 jin SSM, according to the LDP = A/20. But, in
reactions such as 12C + 237Np, although the value of
the target spin is considerable, there are no significant differences between K 20 and S20 . Therefore,
couple channel spin formalism suggests that the effect of the projectile spin is more effective on angular anisotropy within the limits of energies near fusion barrier.
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Omid N. GHODSI, Aziz N. BEHKAMI, Farhad M. RAHIMI
UTICAJ SPINA NA ANIZOTROPIJU FISIONIH FRAGMENATA
Kori{}ewem modela statisti~kog reza izvr{ena je analiza ugaone raspodele odabranog
fisionog fragmenta, kada je u indukovanoj fisiji procewen bar jedan od spinova projektila ili
mete. Rezultati ovog modela predvi|aju da spinovi projektila ili mete uti~u na gustinu
nuklearnog nivoa slo`enog jezgra. Eksperimentalni podaci analizirani su formalizmom
uparenog spinskog efekta. Ovaj formalizam ukazuje da spin projektila vi{e uti~e na ugaonu
anizotropiju u energetskim granicama bliskim fuzionoj barijeri.
Kqu~ne re~i: upareni spinski efekt, fisiono-fuziona reakcija, anizotropija ugaone
jjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjraspodele

